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The FLOW team

ENGINEERING

Erik Bernhardson - Tech lead / back-end
S Page - Scrum master
Matthias Mullie - Back-end
Shahyar Ghobadpour - Front-end
Benny Situ - Back-end (left in Sept)
Jon Robson - On loan from Mobile in Q1

Joining for Q2:
Matt Flaschen - Full stack

PRODUCT, DESIGN, COMMUNITY

Danny Horn - Product manager
May Galloway - Primary designer
Nick Wilson - Community lead

Joining for Q2:
Moiz Syed - UX designer
Use case: Forum des nouveaux

Reply • 1 comment • Active 33 seconds ago
Forum des nouveaux: French Wikipédia

Wikipédia:Forum des nouveaux

Nouveau : le forum des nouveaux est maintenant disponible dans une nouvelle interface de discussion plus accessible aux nouveaux utilisateurs et plus efficace pour les utilisateurs expérimentés. Rendez-vous sur Wikipédia:Forum des nouveaux/Flow pour essayer!

Bienvenue sur l'espace d'aide aux nouveaux contributeurs de Wikipédia!

N'hésitez pas à poser vos questions sur le fonctionnement de Wikipédia ou sur la manière de modifier l'encyclopédie, un bénévole tâchera de vous répondre.

Effectuez votre demande en cliquant sur le bouton ci-dessous. Toute nouvelle question s'ajoute systématiquement en bas de cette page et c'est là que les réponses seront apportées. Si vous souhaitez une aide instantanée, découvrez le bouton vert « Tchat instantané d'aide ».

Poser une question à propos de Wikipédia Demander la relecture d'un brouillon

Votre question a peut-être déjà sa réponse : consultez l'Aide.

Forum des nouveaux on French Wikipédia is a help space that can experiment with interface changes, without affecting the rest of the wiki.

The Forum has ~20 active hosts at a given time, and gets ~40 new people a week posting questions.

Forum des nouveaux : User personas

New editors
- Need to ask questions, and connect with more experienced users
- Need to know when there’s a reply, and how to write back

Power editors (hosts)
- Need to focus on the ongoing conversations they’re involved in, while still keeping an eye on new topics
- Need to manage the page -- mark conversations as resolved, remove vandalism and inappropriate
- Need to find similar conversations from the past
Forum des nouveaux: Hosts testing Flow

Q1 features

Reply • 1 comment • Active 1 minute ago
Hide - updated version spec

DannyH (WMF)

I posted a spec for an updated version of the Hide function at Flow/Hide spec. I think this new version will match the current talk page functionality more closely -- hidden topics will actually be removed from the board view.

The spec includes rough wireframes, which are not mockups -- it won't actually look...
Topic notifications, with read/unread state
Topic on Talk:Flow

Rollout on other wikis

-revi
Is there any plans to deploy flow to other wikis, where it is not deployed?
1 week ago

DannyH (WMF)
Right now, there are test pages on English, French and Hebrew Wikipedia, and we’ve had some requests for test pages on more languages. Is there a wiki where you’re interested in trying it out?
1 week ago

-revi
Yes, I would like to see it tested on Korean Wikipedia (or sisterproject).
1 week ago

He7d3r
I’m getting feedback on this for Portuguese Wikipedia on w:pt:WP:Esplanada/propostas/Flow? (18set2014)
3 days ago
Wikipedia:Flow

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Flow is a project of the Core features team at the Wikimedia Foundation, designed to provide a more modern and user-friendly discussion system for all Wikimedia projects. Flow will eventually replace the [[Talk:Flow]] system and is already present on most modern websites, but which are the core of most websites, it is not designed to make discussions easy to find and read. In this example, Flow will enable automatic signing of posts and users will be notified of new posts.

The main goals for the Flow project are:

- to make the wiki discussion system more accessible
- to make the wiki discussion system more engaging
- to encourage meaningful conversations

Flow is currently deployed on several talk pages, and will be released incrementally, as a limited beta. We are working closely with the community to ensure that the final release will be based on the experience and feedback of the participating community.

Contents

| 1 | Rationale |
| 2 | Roadmap |
| 2.1 | Q1 (July-Sept 2014) |
| 2.2 | Q2 (Oct-Dec 2014) |

Alerts

- Deltahedron mentioned you on the Flow talk page in "Problems accessing mediawiki..." 2 days ago | View changes
- Quiddity thanked you for your comment in "Test topic" on Wikipedia talk:Flow/Developer test page. 10 days ago
- Hhippo mentioned you on the Flow talk page in "A different direction". 13 days ago | View changes
- Diego Moya mentioned you on the Flow talk page in "A different direction". 14 days ago | View changes
- Pi-zero mentioned you on the Flow talk page in "A different direction". 14 days ago | View changes
- Xiaoflux mentioned you on the Flow talk page in "A different direction". 14 days ago | View changes
- Erik Moeller (WMF) thanked you for your edit on Wikipedia talk:Flow. 16 days ago
- Pi-zero mentioned you on the Flow talk page in "Roadmap update". 17 days ago | View changes

All notifications

Preferences
Mobile UI styling

Finding a source

I'm having a hard time finding a source for the claim in the first paragraph...

Cancel  Preview  Add topic

By clicking "Add topic", you agree to our Terms of Use and agree to:

Done

Some images are cropped in hovercards

Reply • 3 comments • Active 2 weeks ago

LordOider

If a image doesn't fit, it is cut to the right size. That looks odd on many pictures. Would be better to fit the picture to the available space and leave the rest blank.

Reply • Edit • Thank  3 weeks ago

LordOider

I agree, it results in pictures such as portraits occasionally getting half of the face cropped.

Reply • Edit • Thank  2 weeks ago

Jaredzimmerman (WMF)

There is some cropping to create a consistent layout between cards. We'll
Forum des nouveaux: Pilot testing
Reply • 1 comment • Active 1 minute ago
Forum des nouveaux: Pilot testing

Welcome to the area to assist new contributors to Wikipedia!

Do not hesitate to ask questions about how Wikipedia or how to change the encyclopedia, a volunteer will try to answer you.

Make your request by clicking the button below. Any new question is added automatically at the bottom of this page and that's where the answers will be given. If you want instant help, pull down the "Chat Instant Help" green button.

Ask a question about Wikipedia Request proofreading a draft

Your question may already have his answer: see Help.

Nécessaire refonte de l'article sur les Communautés de Communes

Bonjour, Je ne suis pas un utilisateur de Wikipédia mais je passe aujourd'hui sur ce site et j'ai apporté des modifications aujourd'hui, consultables avec mon IP je pense, toutes sur l'intercommunalité.

Vu le "sérieux" des articles sur les communautés d'Urbaines et sur les communautés d'Agglo, il semble urgent de refaire l'article sur les Communautés de Communes qui est très approximatif.

Bien à vous Wikipédia

http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Communauté_de_communes

Le paragraphe "Nature de la communauté de communes" n'est pas faux. Il est approximatif car en réalité le propos peut s'appliquer, pour beaucoup, à l'ensemble des EPIC. Il est un peu inutile.
Discussion on Wikipedia: Forum for new / Flow

Hello, I changed my email address, I would go on my facebook page earlier, I want the procedure.

This discussion has been locked by Gratus

• 3 comments Actif il y a 1 jour

This question is irrelevant compared to the mission of the new Forum. It will not answer.

74.59.114.191
Hello I changed my email address, I would return to my old facebook page, giving me room to follow. Thank you

il y a 2 jours

Rome2
Good evening, I'm sorry, but the aim of the Forum is to help New contributors on matters concerning Wikipedia and not Facebook. thank you for your understanding.

il y a 2 jours
Addition Photo

Reply 2 comments • • Actif il y a 12 heures

A response was given to this question.

Lowinski

I wish I could add a photo on the page of my grandfather Gustave De Chauvigné Bucher, French politician of the 19th century, How? Thank you.

Answer

Julien1978

Hello if you have a picture you have rights you can download it from Common (https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?title=Special:UploadWizard&uselang=fr). In any case, I invite you to read the help pages: Wikipedia: Legal images, Help: Upload file and Help: Insert Image. If you want more information, you can leave me a message on my talk page. Kind regards.

Answer

Reply to "Addition Photo»
Gustave Bucher de Chauvigné : Différence entre versions

Ligne 1 :

"Gustave Buché de Chauvigné" est un homme politique français né le 12 avril 1802 à [[Angers]] ({{Maine-et-Loire}}) et décédé le 22 juin 1866 à Angers.

[[File:Gustave Bucher de Chauvigné vers 1860.jpg|thumb|Gustave Bucher de Chauvigné vers 1860]]
Gustave Bucher de Chauvigné

Gustave Bucher de Chauvigné est un homme politique français né le 12 avril 1802 à Angers (Maine-et-Loire).


Propriétaire du Château du Port à Grez (future mairie de Grez-Neuville) il sera élu maire de la ville de Grez-Neuville dans le Maine et Loire en 1848, réélu jusqu'à son décès en 1866.

Le 6 août 1860 il est nommé Chevalier de la Légion d'Honneur.

Décédé le 22 juin 1866 à Angers, il repose au cimetière de Grez-Neuville.

Notes et références

1. ↑ « Base de données Léonore » [archive], sur http://www.archives-nationales.culture.gouv.fr/ [archive]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>FLOW</th>
<th>WIKITEXT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>21 users/conversations</td>
<td>18 users/conversations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16 appropriate, 5 not</td>
<td>15 appropriate, 3 not</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7 users return to say thanks</td>
<td>3 users return to say thanks</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Forum des nouveaux: Feature requests

Reply • 1 comment • Active 2 minutes ago
Forum des nouveaux: What we want to learn

What they do:

Short-term conversations
Hosts managing an active page, with new people coming in

What we want to learn:

Priority of features
How user behavior changes when a page goes from wikitext to Flow
Watchlist/notifications requirements
Navigation and infinite scroll: how does it work for an active board?
Forum des nouveaux: Bugs and features

Wikipedia: Flow / Bugs

List of known bugs and enhancements Flow

Summary

1 Bugs
   1.1 Delete the discussion / debate Hide
   1.2 Star "follow"
   1.3 Preview of changing the header
   1.4 Discussion lab users
   1.5 Problem in date
   1.6 Notices
   1.7 Watchlist combined
   1.8 Compatibility with Hovercards
   1.9 Model Management in the header
   1.10 Inactive Links dressing Monobook

2 Enhancements
   2.1 Idea ...
   2.2 Who changed my message?
   2.3 Displaying the Monobook Toolbar / a toolbar above the editing window
   2.4 No diff in history Watchlist
   2.5 Using the signature * after * the message
   2.6 Width limit
   2.7 Only 3 levels of indentations?
   2.8 5 suggestions

3 Open / close digressions

4 masked Permalink

Important:

Moderation action improvements (hide, close, possibly archive)
Navigation on the board (Table of Contents, board search)
Better watchlist integration (topic diffs, “passive vs active” watching)

Nice-to-haves:

Editing toolbar (bold, italics, link)
Fluid width
Built-in resolution templates
Use case: The Co-op

Reply • 1 comment • Active 2 minutes ago
The Co-op is a new mentoring project funded by WMF for English Wikipedia. The project will match wiki-experienced mentors with users who want to learn new skills. The project is working towards a pilot launch in December 2014, with 30 mentors and 50 learners.
End of Lesson 8 (Brambleberry's Program)

Reply • 10 comments • Active 2 weeks ago

I JethroBT

Any questions? Having trouble using the tools?

I checked the boxes for Twinkle and Hot Cat on my preferences page and saved it. I'm sorry, I don't understand what I'm suppose to do next (I have problems finding things in general) :).

I JethroBT

You don't have to do anything, per se, but it would be nice to practice with them. As you can see, there are two images to your right. They are screenshots of both Twinkle (above) and HotCat (below) in use so that you can see what it looks like when you're using the tools. I know that they are both small, but you can press the images and see them full-sized, which is quite helpful. On the Twinkle one, observe where the "TW", meaning Twinkle is; it is positioned right to the left of the search bar on the same line as such things as "Read", "Edit", "Flow".
The Co-op: What we want to learn

**What they do:**

- Longer-term conversations, with digressions
- Set up a new Flow board for each mentor/learner match

**What we want to learn:**

- Priority of features
- Creating new Flow boards on the fly, or automatically
- Is subscribing people to a new board an effective way to reach people?
The Co-op: Feature requests

**Important:**

- Ability to create new Flow boards for mentor/learner matches
- Fluid width (or another solution for tables)
- Editing other people’s comments (categories, links, pictures, templates)

**Nice-to-haves:**

- Scratchpad space within topic
- Better watchlist integration
- Editing toolbar
Technical progress and challenges
Q1: Technical changes

Using ContentModel for Flow boards and Topics

Flow UI → Core Mediawiki.UI
   Button appearance and text input fields

Sharing code with Mobile ("Mantle")

Growing support for Flow’s version of JS+PHP templating
Q1: Browser tests

Echo
- PHP test cases: 9 → 24
- Browser test scenarios: 0 → 12
- QUnit.tests: 0 → 7

Flow
- PHP test cases: 29 → 33
- Browser test scenarios: 29 → 44
- QUnit.tests: 12 → 20
Q2: Upcoming technical challenges

Enable/Disable Flow, archiving existing content

Killing LiquidThreads (+1,500 Flow boards on Mediawiki)

Performance/cacheing revamp
   (Storing topics as XML)
Q2 scope

Reply • 1 comment • Active 2 minutes ago
Q2 scope

Features

- Moderation actions (French)
- Navigation features (French)
- Watchlist integration (French, Co-op)
- Editing toolbar (French, Co-op)
- Scratchpad space (Co-op)

Design

- Instrument analytics on existing features
- Develop plan with Design research
- Review: Fluid width solution
- Review: Editing others’ posts
- Develop mobile use case with Mobile teams

Technical

- Enable/Disable Flow (Co-op, LQT transition)
- LiquidThreads transition
- Review: XML conversion
- Increase browser test coverage
Wikipedia talk: Flow

This description of the panel discussions. Old talk page is at Wikipedia talk: Flow / Archive

---

A follow-up experiment list
Reply • Comment • View history • Edit

Amir80
Peace can not ignore the situation.
Reply

Answers "A trial watch list"

Seeking help in the reconstruction bug
Reply • 26 Comments • Edit

Malanya
User testing at Wikimania

### Easy to Use, n=11

- **Flow**
- **Talk Pages**

### Easy to Create a Topic, n=11

- **Flow**
- **Talk Pages**

### Enjoyable to Use, n=11

- **Flow**
- **Talk Pages**

### Easy to Locate a Topic, n=11

- **Flow**
- **Talk Pages**